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Commonwealth: Updates
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Will cover:

 EPBC Act: Samuels Review

 EPBC Amendment (Streamlining Environmental 
Approvals) Bill 2020

 Stockholm Convention Update

 Industrial Chemicals Environmental Management 
(Register) Bill 2020

 Recycling and Waste Reduction Act 2020

 PFAS NEMP 2.0

Commonwealth: Updates



Environment Protection and Biodiversity 
Conservation Act 1999: Independent Review
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 Australia’s central piece of 
Commonwealth environmental law. 

 Governs matters including environmental 
approvals, threatened species 
conservation, wildlife trade and national 
heritage protection.

 Operates concurrently with state/territory 
legislation.

EPBC Act: An overview
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 Makes it an offence to take an action that 
is likely to have a significant impact on 
matters protected by the Act, unless 
approved by the Minister. 

 Protects nine matters of ‘national 
environmental significance.’ 

 Also covers actions on, or impacting on, 
Commonwealth land or actions by 
Commonwealth agencies.

 Uses the concept of ‘significant impact’.

EPBC Act: An overview
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 The EPBC Act requires an independent review to be 
undertaken every 10 years.  

 Purpose is to examine the operation of the Act and the 
extent to which its objects have been achieved.

 First independent undertaken in 2008 by Dr Allen Hawke.

 Second review undertaken in 2020 by Prof Graham 
Samuel AC

EPBC Act: Reviews

Review framework
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Samuels 
Review, Interim 
Report issued

Samuels Review, 
Final Report 

issued

June 2020

Oct 2020

EPBC Act 
commenced

July 2000

Hawke Review 
completed

Dec 2009

Aust Gov response 
to Hawke Review 

released

Aug 2011

Auditor General 
Report & Findings of 
Controlled Actions 

under the EPBC Act

June 2020

EPBC Act: Key review milestones
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Key findings:

 Administration of referrals, assessment an approvals of controlled 
actions under the EPBC Act are not effective.

 Regulatory approach is not proportionate to environmental risk.

 Administration of referrals and assessments is not effective or efficient. 

 Conditions of approvals are not assessed with rigour, are non-
compliant with procedural guidance and contain clerical or 
administrative errors. 

 The Department of Agriculture, Water and the Environment is not well 
positioned to measure its contribution to the objectives of the EPBC
Act.

Auditor General Report & Findings (2020)
(Report No. 47 2019-20)
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 The final report outlined 38 recommendations:

 Short-term reforms – immediate introduction of legally-binding 
national environmental standards;

 Long-term reforms – changes to address the ‘trajectory of 
environmental decline’.

 The final report reiterates the interim findings that Australia’s flora, 
fauna and habitats are in an unsustainable decline.  

Independent Review of EPBC Act (2020) 

Samuels Review: Overview

‘The EPBC Act is ineffective.  It does not enable the Commonwealth to 
effectively protect environmental matters that are important for the 
nation.  It is not fit to address current or future environmental 
challenges.’
– Executive Summary, Final Report, Independent Review of the EPBC Act
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 Immediately implement enforceable National Environmental 
Standards.

 Complement them through strategic national plans and 
regional (landscape) plans for ‘big ticket’ issues.

National 
Environment 

Standards

 Accredit State/Territory arrangements to provide ‘single-
touch’ environmental approvals in the short-term.

 Ensure accreditation is underpinned by enforceable NES.

 Implement a comprehensive review and co-design of 
Indigenous cultural heritage protection.

Interaction 
with other 

states / 
territories

Indigenous 
heritage

Independent Review of EPBC Act (2020): 
Key recommendations
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 Overhaul the Act to fix inconsistencies, gaps and conflicts, 
and simplify its functions of the Act and their interaction.

 Consider dividing the Act to create separate pieces of 
legislation for key functional areas.

Legislative 
complexity

Loss of trust 
in the EPBC

Act

 Address loss of trust by focusing on transparency and 
public consultation.

 Retain current standing provisions.
 Limit challenges of outcome through full merits review, 

provide for limited merits review.

Independent Review of EPBC Act (2020): 
Key recommendations
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EPBC Amendment (Streamlining 
Environmental Approvals) Bill 2020
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 Progress:

 Passed House of Representatives on 3 April 2020.

 Introduced to the Senate on 6 October 2020.  Currently being 
considered.

 Referred to the Senate Environment and Communications Legislation 
Committee in November 2020.  The Committee concluded:

 the EM should be amended to clarify that bilateral agreements 
made under the provisions of the Bill will be underpinned by strong 
Commonwealth-led National Environmental Standards; and 

 the Senate should pass the Bill.

EPBC Amendment (Streamlining Environmental 
Approvals) Bill 2020

Overview
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 The Bill seeks to expand and clarify provisions which allow the 
Commonwealth to delegate environmental approval powers to the 
States/Territories through bilateral agreements (‘single touch’ 
environmental approvals). 

 Note that bilateral approval agreements can already be made under 
the EPBC Act.

 Largely replicates the EPBC (Bilateral Agreement Implementation) Bill 
2014 which lacked support in the Senate and lapsed in 2016. 

 The former bill aimed to facilitate the Government’s ‘one-stop shop’ 
policy for environmental approvals (now referred to as ‘single touch’). 

Purpose

EPBC Amendment (Streamlining Environmental 
Approvals) Bill 2020



 Prohibition on referring an action to the Cth Minister if the 
action has been approved, previously assessed or an 
assessment is underway.

 New power for Cth Minister to continue an assessment under 
the Cth framework if a bilateral agreement with a 
state/territory is suspended or cancelled.

Schedule 1: 
Referral of 
Controlled 

Actions

 New power for Cth Minister to declare an action as no longer 
covered by a bilateral agreement if it is appropriate for the 
Cth to approve the action (ie a ‘call-in’ power).

 If the action is a ‘controlled action’, the Cth Minister may:

 use a partially completed state/territory assessment to 
complete the Cth assessment; or

 deem a completed state/territory assessment to be a Cth 
assessment.

Schedule 2:
Flexible 

assessment 
of Controlled 

Actions

EPBC Amendment (Streamlining Environmental 
Approvals) Bill 2020

Key changes



 ‘Water trigger’:

 coal seam gas and large coal mining projects likely to 
significantly impact water resources may be approved under an 
approval bilateral agreement;  

 the state/territory must consider relevant advice from the 
Independent Expert Scientific Committee on Coal Seam Gas 
and Large Coal Mining Development (IESC); and

 additional function for the IESC to provide advice to the Minister 
about the operation of a bilateral agreement in relation to the 
water trigger.

 Definition of ‘authorisation process’ broadened, allowing Cth Minister 
to accredit processes in State/Territory law (doesn’t need to be ‘set 
out in’ a law of a State or Territory).

Schedule 3:
Accreditation 

of State 
Processes

EPBC Amendment (Streamlining Environmental 
Approvals) Bill 2020

Key changes



 Broader range of entities may approve actions under an 
accredited management arrangement/authorisation process.

 Clarification that an action may be approved per an 
accredited process before the process is accredited.

 Cth Minister may consider any matter they think relevant 
when deciding whether to accredit a management 
arrangement/authorisation process.

 Bilateral agreements may automatically apply, adopt or 
incorporate new versions of instruments and policy 
documents (without formal amendment).

Schedule 5:
Technical 

amendments

EPBC Amendment (Streamlining Environmental 
Approvals) Bill 2020

Key changes

 States/territories may change authorisation processes 
without amending the bilateral agreement if Cth Minister 
decides it will not have a ‘material adverse impact’ on:

 a protected matter; or 

 the ability to participate in an authorisation process.

Schedule 4: 
Minor 

amendments 
of Bilateral 

Agreements
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 The Bill has not introduced:

 a set of enforceable National Environment Standards.  Initial set of 
NES’s being prepared;

 provisions concerning Indigenous heritage and culture; or

 a climate change trigger.

 The Opposition and Senate crossbench have criticised:

 the missed opportunity to comprehensively reform national 
environmental law;

 the devolution of decisions to states and territories in a ‘single-
touch’ approach; and

 the lack of accountability and transparency requirements.

EPBC Amendment (Streamlining Environmental 
Approvals) Bill 2020

Other key points



Management of Industrial Chemicals and 
PFAS
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 Australia ratified the Stockholm 
Convention in 2004.

 PFOS and PFOA were listed on the 
Convention after Australia signed up.

 Australia has not yet ratified the changes.  
Before doing so, Australia must meet the 
associated management obligations.

 To meet these obligations, the Federal 
Government is establishing a National 
Standard for the management of industrial 
chemicals.

Stockholm Convention on Persistent Organic 
Pollutants 
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 The National Standard will be introduced 
in 3 parts:

1. Passage of Industrial Chemicals 
Environmental Management (Register) 
Bill 2020

2. Implementation of the changes in state 
law, to ensure a consistent framework

3. Introduction of a cost recovery and 
scheduling framework

 The Government will then ratify the 
amended Stockholm Convention.

 It is expected ratification will occur in 2022.

National Standard for the management of 
industrial chemicals / Stockholm Convention
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Expected timeline 
for new industrial 
chemicals 
framework
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 As the first step in creating the national 
framework, the Government introduced 
the Industrial Chemicals Environmental 
Management Bill in December 2020.

 It is currently at the second reading stage.

 The Bill will establish a National Register 
to manage the ongoing use, handling and 
disposal of industrial chemicals.

 The Register will be a single consistent 
source of information on how chemicals 
should be managed.

Industrial Chemicals Environmental Management 
(Register) Bill 2020
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Industrial Chemicals Environmental Management 
(Register) Bill 2020

 Cth Environment Minister may establish:

 decision-making principles for categorising chemicals;

 categories of industrial chemicals; and 

 controls for the use and disposal of each category.

Ministerial 
powers

 Chemical categories and scheduling decisions will be 
recorded on a National Register.

 States and territories will incorporate the Register in their 
own legislation, to ensure national consistency.

National 
Register

Overview

 New Advisory Committee on the Environmental Management 
of Industrial Chemicals established. 

 The Committee will advise the Minister on the making, 
variation or revocation of scheduling decisions, the Register 
or the decision-making principles.

Advisory 
Committee



Recycling and Waste Reduction
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 The Recycling and Waste Reduction Act 
2020 passed the Federal Parliament in 
December 2020.

 The Act regulates the export of waste 
materials.  Businesses will only be able to 
export waste that has been processed to 
an acceptable level.

 Exporters of regulated waste will need to:

 hold a waste export licence

 declare each consignment.

Recycling and Waste Reduction Act 2020



3030

Mixed and 
unsorted paper 
and cardboard

1 July 2024

Unprocessed 
glass 

(whole/broken)

1 Jan 2021

Mixed plastics 
not of a single 
resin/polymer 

type

1 July 2021

Whole used tyres 
(exc. bus, truck and 

aviation tyres)

1 December 
2021

Single resin/polymer 
plastics

1 July 2022

Recycling and Waste Reduction Act 2020

Staged commencement of regulatory framework



Supporting regulations

 The Recycling and Waste Reduction (Export— Waste Glass) Rules 2020
commenced on 1 January 2021.  It:

 requires exporters to hold an export licence and declare each consignment 
of waste;

 provides guidance about applying for an export licence and exemptions; 
and

 outlines record-keeping requirements.

Unprocessed glass regulations

 The Recycling and Waste Reduction (Product Stewardship—Accreditation of 
Voluntary Arrangements) Rules 2020 commenced on 17 December 2020.  It: 

 allows for the accreditation of voluntary arrangements; and

 lists the obligations of administrators of accredited arrangements.

 Recycling and Waste Reduction Act 2020 has improved the voluntary product 
stewardship framework.

Product stewardship rules

3131



PFAS NEMP 2.0
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 The PFAS National Environmental Management 
Plan 2.0 was released in May 2020.

 It provides new and revised guidance on:

 environmental guideline values;

 soil reuse;

 wastewater management; and

 on-site containment.

 Makes a range of changes to PFAS NEMP 1.0, 
including: 

 changing the PFOA recreational water quality 
guideline value;

 applying ecological guideline values for soil to all land 
uses; and

 providing more detail around on-site stockpiling, 
storage and containment, transport and re-use.

PFAS NEMP 2.0: An update



Queensland: Updates
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 The Queensland Parliament has recently 
passed three environmental bills:

 Forest Wind Farm Development Bill 
2020 – will allow a $2 billion wind farm 
to be installed in three state forests.

 Biodiscovery and Other Legislation 
Amendment Bill 2020 – ensures the use 
of Traditional knowledge in biodiscovery 
is protected.

 Environmental Protection and Other 
Legislation Amendment Bill 2020 –
establishes a Rehabilitation 
Commissioner and risk payment regime.

New environmental legislation



Environmental Protection and Other Legislation 
Amendment Bill 2020 

 Part of the Queensland Government’s ongoing commitment 
to improve rehabilitation and financial assurance outcomes 
for the state’s resources industry.

Purpose

Overview

 Independent Rehabilitation Commissioner established.  

 Duties include:

 monitor and report on rehabilitation of mines; and

 provide advice to govt about rehabilitation practices.

 The Commissioner does not have decision-making powers 
on environmental authorisations or progressive 
rehabilitation and closure plans.

Rehabilitation 
Commissioner



Environmental Protection and Other Legislation 
Amendment Bill 2020 

Overview

Various minor operational amendments have been made to 
the EP Act. 

EP Act

 Resource companies must:

 submit a post-surrender management report when 
ending involvement with a site.

 provide a risk assessment and information on possible 
future management and remedial actions.

 Risk-management plans and risks will be recorded on title.

 A fund has been established to manage payments that will 
cover the costs of managing residual risks.

Residual risk 
framework
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 The QLD Government is strengthening 
restrictions on land-based sources of water 
pollution that affect the Great Barrier Reef.

 Two key changes have been postponed due 
to Covid-19:

 Requirement for most new cropping and 
horticultural activities on 5+ ha in select 
regions to obtain an environmental 
authority – delayed to 1 June 2021.

 Requirement for new, expanded or 
intensified industrial activities, land-based 
aquaculture and mining to meet discharge 
standards – delayed to 1 June 2021.

Reef regulations: Update



Western Australia: Updates
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 The WA Parliament passed the 
Environmental Protection Amendment Bill 
2020 in November 2020.

 It streamlines and improves regulatory 
processes contained in the Environmental 
Protection Act 1986.

 Seen as the most significant 
modernisation of the EP Act since its 
introduction.

Environmental Protection Amendment Act 2020



Environmental 
Impact 

Assessments

Referrals and assessments

Environmental Protection Amendment Bill 2020

Major changes:

 new ability to apply to EPA to amend referred proposals;

 new procedure to assess significant amendments to 
proposals;

 amendment of ‘stop-the-clock’ provisions;

 must consider ‘cumulative impacts;

 EPA allowed to determine which authorities must be given 
notice of a decision to assess; and

 Removal of ability to request the EPA not keep a public 
record of a proposal.

The Regulations (to be prepared) will prescribe fees.Cost recovery



Inspectors

Licencing, enforcement & appeals

Environmental Protection Amendment Bill 2020

 Entry powers of inspectors extended.

 Inspectors may use assistance and reasonable force when 
exercising their powers.

 New power to compel attendance at formal interviews.

Timeframe to appeal against a decision of the EPA not to 
assess a proposal and against the contents of an EPA report 
is extended to 21 days.

Appeals

 Timeframe for serving an infringement extended from 35 
days to 12 months.

 Additional penalties can be implemented to take into 
account monetary benefits gained from offences.

 Maximum penalties in Schedule 1 substantially increased.

Infringements 
and penalties

Licencing
 New look framework (combines works approvals and 

licences into a single instrument).



 Threshold for material environmental harm has increased from $20,000 to $100,000 

 Threshold for serious environmental harm has increased from $100,000 to $500,000 
Thresholds

Minor changes made to composition and function of EPA:

 modernised publication requirements; and

 provision for online EPA meetings.

EPA functions

Other changes

Environmental Protection Amendment Act 2020

Publication requirements updated, with further rules to be specified in the 
Regulations.

Environmental 
Protection Policies

Regulations (to be prepared) to contain rules regarding:

 prescribed activities (Part V) – will complement new licencing framework;

 part V approval timeframes;

 accreditation of environmental practitioners; and

 publication requirements.

Regulations

EPCs can be created to impose positive and/or negative obligations on the 
owner and occupier of land.

Environmental 
Protection 
Covenants
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 October 2020 – WA container deposit scheme ‘Containers 
for Change’ started. 
 10 cent refunds will be given for containers.  

 Expected to recycle 6.6 billion containers over 20 years.

 February 2020 – Consultation papers released on the 
waste levy and the circular economy.
 Waste levy – purpose to increase of levy rates and reduce levy 

evasion.

 Circular economy – considers amendments to the definition of waste, 
new compliance measures and introduction of additional offences.

 September 2020 – Public consultation for review of Waste 
Avoidance and Resources Recovery Act 2007.
 The WARR Act is reviewed every 5 years.

 The review will consider the findings of the 2016 Auditor General and 
2018 Public Account Committee reports.  

Other developments



Tasmania: Updates
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 The Tasmanian Government released the 
Waste and Resource Recovery Bill 2021 in 
February 2021.

 The Bill will:

 phase in a state-wide waste levy from 1 
November 2021;

 create a Waste and Resource Recovery 
Board; and

 introduce a container deposit scheme.

 The Bill is open for public comment until 
12 March 2021.

Waste and Resource Recovery Bill 2021



Waste levy

Overview

 Landfill owners will be required to pay a levy per tonne of 
waste received. 

 The levy will commence on 1 November 2021 and rise 
from $20 per tonne to $60 per tonne over 4 years.

 It will be a flat rate, applicable across all waste streams.

 Money raised will be invested into waste management.

The Board will manage levy funds, administer grant programs, 
provide strategic review and plan for waste management 
practices.

Will be an incorporated body of 5-7 members.

Waste and 
Resource 
Recovery 

Board

The EPA will enforce the levy.  

Lack of payment may result in additional fines, imprisonment 
or suspension of operations at the relevant landfill.

Enforcement

Waste and Resource Recovery Bill 2021
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 Released in February 2021.  Public submissions open until 
3 March 2021.

 Outlines strategic goals and actions to achieve the State’s 
200% renewable energy target by 2040.

 The Government will:
 review the Environmental Management and Pollution Control Act 1994

to improve the assessment process for renewable energy projects;

 establish the position of Renewable Energy Coordinator, which will be 
the central contact for renewable energy projects; 

 review Tasmanian Planning Policies to reduce impediments to clean 
energy projects; and

 review arrangements for accessing Crown lands.

Draft Tasmanian Renewable Energy Action Plan

TREAP Overview



Australian Capital Territory: 
Updates
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 During July 2020, the ACT 
Government invited public 
comment on the 
Environment Protection 
Guidelines for 
Construction and Land 
Development. 

 The Guidelines provide 
practical advice to builders 
and land developers on 
their legal obligations.

Environment Protection Guidelines for Construction 
and Land Development
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 The Guidelines address:

 best practice for project planning, 
inspection and monitoring, maintenance 
and handover;

 pollution control plans;

 erosion and sediment control measures;

 noise and air quality issues;

 waste management;

 storage of hazardous substances;

 contamination; and

 biodiversity and climate change.

Environment Protection Guidelines for Construction 
and Land Development



Northern Territory: Updates
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 The Environment Protection Act 2019 
commenced in June 2020.

 Completely overhauls the environmental 
assessment and approval regime. 

 Key features of the Act include:
 time limits on the assessment process;

 a requirement for the Minister to decide within 30 
days;

 recognition of Traditional Owners;

 a tiered assessment process that expedites 
simple matters;

 requirements for the EPA and Minister to give 
reasons for decisions; and

 a requirement for the Minister to consider climate 
change when assessing a project.

Environment Protection Act 2019



Referrals and assessments

Minister may make declarations of protected environmental 
areas and prohibited actions.  

May be temporary or permanent.

Environment 
Protection 

Declarations

Minister may establish a single assessment process with 
another state/Commonwealth for multi-jurisdiction projects.

Joint 
assessments

Environment Protection Act 2019

Environmental 
Impact 

Assessments

Projects must be referred to the NT EPA if they:

 have the potential to significantly impact the environment; 
or 

 meet a referral trigger.

Amendments may be made at any time during the 
assessment process.

NT EPA may ‘call in’ a project that has not been referred to it.



Approvals and audits

 NT EPA will assess applications for environmental 
approvals and provide a recommendation to the Minister.

 The Minister must make a decision in 30 business days.

 If the Minister refuses approval, they must give reasons. 

 Approvals may be amended, suspended or revoked.

Environmental 
Approvals

The Minister may establish an:

 environmental offset framework and offset register; and

 environmental protection levy and protection funds.

Other

Environment Protection Act 2019

Environmental 
audits

Act sets out an environmental audit framework, audit process 
and auditor registration requirements.



Duty to notify

Failure to notify is a criminal offence. Breach

‘Specified persons’ must notify the CEO within 24 hours of an 
incident that causes (or threatens to cause) material or 
significant environmental harm if it occurs at a site at 
which:

 an action is being carried out under an environmental 
approval; or

 a proposed action is undergoing environmental impact 
assessment.

Duty

Environment Protection Act 2019

‘Specified persons’ includes:

 the approval holder for an action;

 a qualified person carrying out an audit of the site;

 an owner of the site; or

 an occupier of the site.

Duty holders



Enforcement and review

 Environment officers will enforce the Act.  They will have 
the power to:

 seize and forfeit property; and 

 execute search warrants.

 Heavy criminal penalties and fines apply for breaches of 
the Act.

 NT EPA may issue a ‘stop work’ notice, and Minister may 
issue a site closure notice.

Enforcement

Environment Protection Act 2019

 Decisions of the Minister, CEO, NT EPA or an 
environmental officer may be subject to judicial review.

 Merits review has not been included (the proposed merits 
review procedure was removed following consideration by 
the Legislative Assembly Committee).

Review
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 The EP Act was originally going to include a General 
Environmental Duty.

 However, in response to submissions, the NT Government 
has deferred the introduction of a GED.  

 It will be introduced in later reforms.

 The Government has also committed to introduce ‘chain of 
responsibility’ legislation similar to the Queensland 
framework.

Environment Protection Act 2019

Future reform
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 April 2020 – NT Government released guidance on the new 
EP framework, including on the environmental impact 
assessment process.

 June 2020 – new Environmental Protection Regulations 
2020 commenced.
 The Regulations underpin the new EP Act and provide further 

information on decision-making processes, fees and definitions.

 July 2020 – NT government released a climate change plan 
and guidance on biodiversity and carbon offsets.
 Climate change plan – establishes 4 objectives: net zero emissions by 

2040, climate change resilience, investment in technology and 
innovation, and communication of the risks of climate change.

 Biodiversity and carbon offsets – developers will be required to make a 
contribution to regional or Territory-wide environmental targets.  Unlike 
other jurisdictions, payments will not be made into an offset fund.

Other developments
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––

The contents of this presentation provides general information only and 
should not be used as a substitute for legal advice


